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Chapter Twenty-Two 

BUT THE BIBLE DOESN'T 
SAY TI-IEY WERE WRONG TO 
COMMIT SmCIDE, DOES IT? 

Donal P. O'Mathuna 

CHRISTIANS MUST AT LEAST REFER TO the Bible when malcing decisions about 
the morality of suicide, assisted suicide, or euthanasia. Several accounts in 
the Bible describe how a number of people took their own lives. However, 
no explicit statement tells us whether God views these actions as right or 
wrong. If suicide is wrong, it seems strange that none of these accounts ends 
with a comment like: "and he was wrong to kill himself"; or "and God judged 
him for taking his own life." Nowhere does the Bible use the word "suicide," 
nor give a command against talcing one's own life. Yet as ofjune 1992, almost 
every major branch of Judaism and Christianity officially viewed suicide, 
assisted suicide, and active euthanasia as -immoral. I 

The biblical accounts present people taking their own lives in a variety of 
situations. Abimelech, an early warrior, was hit by a millstone thrown from a 
tower he was attacking. Seriously injured, he persuaded his armor-bearer to 
run him through with his sword Oudg. 9:52-54). Samson died when he 
dislodged the supporting pillars of a house causing it to fall on himself and 
thousands of Philistines Oudg. 16:28-31). King Saul, mortallywotmded after 
battle, threw himself on his own sword (1 Sam. 31:1-6; 1 Chron. 10:1-6).2 
Saul's armor-bearer similarly fell on his sword (1 Sam. 31 :5). Ahithophel, the 
king's counselor, strangled himself when his counsel was rejected (2 Sam. 
17:23). King Zimri burned his house upon himself after learning he had been 
overthrown (1 Kings 16: 18). Judas Iscariot hanged himself when he realized 
what he had done in betraying Jesus (Matt. 27:3-5; cf. Acts 1:18). Although 
distinctions can be made among these deaths, we will refer to the passages 
collectively as the "suicide accounts." By suicide we mean an action 
undertaken with the primary intention of causing one's own death.3 

The lack of explicit condemnation of suicide in the Bible has not gone 
unnoticed in the current debate over the morality and legality of assisted 
suicide and euthanasia. In November 1994, voters in Oregon approved 
physician-prescribed lethal doses of medications. The official voters' guide 
included the following supporting argument from a pastor and chaplain: "In 
the Bible, five people [sic] are reported to have ended their own lives (1 Sam. 
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31; 2 Sam .. 17; 1 Kings 1~; Matt. 27) and the fact of their action is simpl\' 
reported wIth no moral Judgment implied; at no point is condemnatio~ 
expressed for dleir having done SO."4 

The pastOI:, mentioned in dle previous chapter, who invited] ack Kevorkian 
to speak at hIs church to promote legalizing eudlanasia, promotes the idea 
dlat '~~lere are six o.r seven inciden~ in scripture where a suicide is reported, 
and It s treated kmdly and tragIcally. In no way at all is the person 
condemned."5 Popular magazines make similar claims.6 

THE ARGUMENT CONDONING SUICIDE 
A number of scholars have defended dle view that dlese accounts should 

not be us~d to judge suicide negatively.7 Some claim dlese accounts show 
that the BIble appro:,es of suicide in ce~tain situations. This chapter will reveal 
dle weakn~sses of dllS argument. We wIll then argue that the biblical accounts, 
pr?~er~y mterpreted, support the long-standing Christian position that 
sUlcide IS morally wrong. By implication, assisted suicide and active euthanasia 
should also be viewed as wrong. 

TI~~se who, ~ondone suicide typically start with an extremely broad 
defin:tl~n of SUlCI?e .. Drog~ a.nd Tabor claim dley have "purposefully avoided" 
classIfymg the b~bl.lcal SUICIde accounts differendy, but prefer the "more 
ne?tl'al and ~escnptlve ~erm vo!u1ltmy death"8 (emphasis original). They define 
tillS as "ta,~an~ .on~'s lIfe or ~equesting or allowing it to be taken."9 For 
Clemons, SUICIde IS the chOIce and the successful completion of dle act to 
end one's life regardless of motive, circumstance, or method."lo Suicide 
defined s.o. broadly becomes an almost meaningless term. They treat as one 
group, rSUtct~e,. 'I1tarty!~dom, exp1'essing a desi1'e to die, and even the death of Jesus 
Ch.rtst. Yet It IS preCIsely the need to clearly distinguish among these ways of 
dYll1g that motlvates many of these discussions. 

M~r!5aret Pabst Battin has written in defense of a fundamental human right 
to sUIcl~e .. 11 She notes that most Western prohibitions of suicide are based 
on ChristIan arguments. 12 Examining the biblical texts underlying these 
arguments she concludes: 

It is one of the more prevalent assumptions of Western religious culture that 
dl~ ~ible prohibits suicide; inspection of dle biblical texts, however, shows that 
dus I~ ~y n? means ~learly dle case. To begin widl, dlere is no explicit prohibition 
of SUICIde 111 the Bible .... Nor is dlere any passage in eidler the Old or New 
Testament dlat can be direcdy Ullderstood as an explicit prohibition of suicide; 
dlose passages t?at are often taken to support such a prohibition require, as we 
shall see, a consIderable amount of intel1Jretation and qualification.lJ 

But interpretation and qualification are precisely what every text requires. 
Aldlough Exodus 20:13 states, "You shall not murder," considerable debate 
has o~cUITed over ex~ctly wh~t this means. Many qualifications have been 
establIshed to det~rl11me the CU'Clullstances in which it is permissible to kill 
an adler human bemg. Yet dlese audlOrs dlink an explicit rule would eliminate 
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uncertainty about suicide. "If any of dlese six accounts of voluntary death 
contained tlle slightest editorial comment, say, 'and tllls deed was displeasing 
in the eyes of Yahweh,' the issue ofvoluntalY deatll would have been settled 
among] ews and Christians long before dle fourtll centulY A.D. "14 

They assume that moral instruction requires explicit commands (or at least 
they view tllis as tlle best form of moral instruction). Finding none on suicide 
in the Bible, dley question why anyone uses it to prohibit suicide. But dlis 
reflects an unfamiliarity with tl1e ways tlle Bible, and in particular, the Old 
Testament, was written. The Old Testament records events for our instruction 
(1 Cor. 10: 11). But it fTequendy does so tlu'ough narratives (i.e., stories), not 
abstract philosophy. Not enough at1:ention has been given "to tlle problem 
of how to extract moral principles from biblical writers who did not usually 
present dleir dlOughts in abstract terms."15 

Rather than focusing on the abstract ethics, biblical narratives show us 
ethics in action in people's character. Sometimes we see godly character, 
sometimes Ullgodly. Unlike Jesus, none of the Old Testament characters is 
perfect. "Their stories reflect all the ambiguities and complexities of human 
experience and the struggle to find and live out faith relationships to God in 
the midst oflife."16 Problems arise when readers of the Bible fail to distinguish 
between God's view of what is right and "descriptive sections of poor human 
responses to the lofty claims and challenges of the divine. "17 ] ust because] ews 
and Christians have committed suicide (recorded in the Bible or elsewhere) 
does not mean that]ewish or Christian. teaching condones suicide. 

We will argue that tllose who condone suicide overlook tlle importance 
of this distinction when interpreting the biblical accounts. Current 
philosophical approaches to etllics tend to neglect tlle role of character in 
teaching edlics and instead seek clarification of good and evil actions. Abstract 
ethical principles and rules are sought. Battin finds all religious arguments 
against suicide unconvincing because they do not lead to the type of 
philosophical argument she seeks. IS These autllOrs want ancient biblical texts 
to deal with etllical issues in the way many modern edlicists do. The Bible 
gives moral instruction in many other ways. 

These audlors do not find tlle explicit commands for which dley look. They 
insist tllat tlle passages make no moral comment on suicide. Yet they use these 
accounts to m'gue that the Bible condones 01' appr'oves of suicide! For example: 

It is the way in which these cases are reported that is significant. In all six 
cases the act of voluntary death itself draws no special comment. At least 
du'ee of them are definitely seen in a positive light (Saul and his armor-bearer 
in the early source, and Samson). The other three are viewed negatively by 
the editors, and their downfall is said to be determined by God. But in no 
case is any point made about the individuals' taking dleir own lives or, in 
dle case of Abimelech, demanding dlat his life be taken. If the act itself was 
despicable in ancient Israelite culture, the editors would not have resisted 
adding this to theil' litany of misdeeds. This point cannot be 
overemphasized. II) (emphasis original) 
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But is this true? Could the writer have believed suicide was wrong and 
still have some reason to not explicitly condemn tl1e act? J olm Donne, the 
great seventeentl1-centulY writer, whom some claim condoned suicide, noted 
tl1at Ahitl10phel and Saul were not excused for committing suicide, even if 
they were not explicitly condenmed either.20 Yet Droge and Tabor claim, based 
solely on the Samuel accounts, that "witl1in Israelite society, as early as the 
period of the united monarchy, voluntary death, given the proper 
circumstances, was understood as honorable and even routine."2! Looking 
at all the suicide accounts, "acts of voluntary death were reported as acceptable 
and, in certain circumstances, noble."n Clemons reveals this double-standard 
in forming etl1ical conclusions from narrative texts, tl1is time concerning 
Judas. 

\Vhen we look closely at this suicide in Matthcw's Gospel, it is clear that 
the report comes merely as a factual account. Any notion that his manner 
of death was condemned because it was committed by the betrayer of Jesus 
can only be inserted by way of eisegesis .... A more positive understanding 
of Judas sees his act of retl1rning the thirty pieces of silver as a form of 
repentance and his death as an act of atonement. This exegesis has the 
theological impact of showing God's acceptance of a person's self-sacrifice, 
thus calling into question the idea of divine condemnation for any and all 
cases of a self-chosen death.2l 

We will not deal with the obvious theological problem with this 
interpretation in light of Jesus' complete atonement on the cross (Gal. 2 :21 i 
1 Tim. 2 :5-6). Our concern is that while Clemons claims that a factual account 
cannot be used to prohibit an act, he uses it to approve of that same act uuder 
any and all ciT'cumstances. Yet no explicit commendation of the act was given. 

Another point frequently raised is that those who killed tl1emselves were 
often buried with honor. "In fact, in the cases of Saul and his annor-bearer, 
Samson, and Ahithophel, an honorable burial is specifically mentioned, clearly 
indicating that the manner of death was not culturally proscribed."24 However, 
once again they are reading ancient texts from a modern perspective. Jewish 
and Christian authorities have forbidden formal burial rites for tl10se who 
commit "ted suicide, but these are later laws, not found in the Bible. Droge 
and Tabor even admit, in a footnote, that tl1ere is no evidence of tl1is law or 
practice among ancient Israelites!25 Burial of someone gives no indication of 
how esteemed he or she was. Many of tl1e kings reported to have lived evil 
lives were buried in tl1eir ancestral graves.26 To claim tl1at burying tl1e body 
of someone who committed suicide was anytlnng otl1er tl1an common practice 
is reading into tl1e text. 

NARRATIVES AND ETIUCS 
We are confronting a common problem with the use of narratives to give 

moral teadnng. These authors find moral teaching in the accounts, but don't 
describe how they developed this teaching. Their only premise seems to be 
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that lack of an explicit prohibition should be taken as implicit approval of 
the act. If the words, Do not commit suicide are not there, suicide is not 
prohibited. 

If tl1is premise holds, tl1e Bible can be read to condone many other acts 
that are recorded without explicit condemnation. A couple of examples from 
d1e book of Judges should suffice to show the problem. J ael killed. Sisera by 
hammering a tent peg into his head while he slept (4:17-24). Is tl1lS then an 
example of what we should do to our enemies? Gideon demanded objective 
verification of God's will, using a sheep's fleece (6:36-40). Should we demand 
a similar (or identical) sign from God to discover what he wants us to do? 
These passages do not explicitly state if tl1e actions were right or wrong. Yet 
if we hold that all Scripture is profitable for instruction (2 Tim. 3: 16), we 
should be able to discover if we should do what these passages describe. 

We need to ask wby a passage has no explicit ethical comment. The authors 
who condone suicide from tl1e biblical passages focus on the words in the 
text, rather than searching for tl1e autl1Or's intention in writing the passage. 
Clemons at least recognizes tl1e need to do tllls when he asks, "What did the 
inclusion of the stOIY mean, or not mean, in the light of the author's original 
purpose in telling it? How does it fit in with the overall argument of the book 
ill wInch it occurs?"27 

Unfortunately, he rarely answers these questions in his own writing. When 
he does, it is difficult to see how he derived his conclusions, as his treaunent 
of Abimelech shows. "What is often overlooked is that tl1ese stories were not 
recorded to make a point related to suicide. In tl1e story of Abimelech, for 
example, tl1e writer was primarily concerned to teach that to be killed by tl1e 
hand of a woman was a shameful way to die, much worse than asking someone 
else to kill yoU."2S But why pick this event out of the whole incident as the 
central message of the passage? These are the words of a man who murdered 
his seventy brotl1ers, incited a rebellion, and was subsequently judged by God 
for his wickedness (T udg. 9:56). Why should his view be taken as authoritative 
teaching on the relative shamefulness of ways to die? If there are reasons for 

f; this, tl1ey are not clearly stated. 
~. Narrative passages were never intended to be used in the ways these autl10rs 
ruse tl1em. When narratives are analyzed as philosophical treatises, they are i found wanting. Almost evelY etlncal conclusion will be an argument from 
~> silence, and tl1erebyarbitrary. Battin admits, in a footnote, that she is at least 
l aware of this problem: "That the Old Testament contains no explicit 
~ discussion of the morality of suicide is not in itself surprising; particularly 
~ before tlle prophetic period, tl1eJews did not approach etl1ical questions in a 
, philosophically explicit maImer. "29 Droge and Tabor similarly recognize the 
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true nature of tl1e suicide accounts: "This material, which lacks any theoretical 
or philosoplncal discussion, reminds one of the type of anecdotal stories in 
Greek and Roman literature."3o 

We need a clear and consistent med10dology for interpreting narratives. 
This chapter will show how literary structures point to the intended meal ling 
of a narrative. The suicide accounts, thus interpreted, reveal a perspective 
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011 suicide consistent with the rest of Scripture. Our focus will be on the 
narratives about Saul, as these are the most extensive. When narratives are 
treated as narratives, the likelihood increases immensely that the ethical 
conclusions will be more faithful to the intentions of the author. For those 
of us who hold the Bible to be the inspired Word of God, this means we are 
more likely to find God's perspective on these issues. 

THE BIBLE AS LITERATURE 
The term narrative is used in many different ways in current discussions 

of ethics. ll We will focus on its use as a genre (or type) ofliterature, a synonym 
for story. Our concern will be how cile narrative structure of a passage helps 
us more accurately identify cile meaning intended by cile aucilOr. Scholars 
have focused for much of this century on issues of isolating and dating passages 
written at different times. This focus has had unfortunate consequences. "In 
spite of the centrality of the narrative storytelling traditions in cile OT, th.ey 
have seldom been considered for cileir moral address. How do cilese stones 
of cile biblical communities of faith impact on our efforts as cile church to 
live life faithfully in our modern world? \iVhat does it mean that these 
traditions have been handed on to us as more than mere ancient stories but 
as script-ural canon?"32 Also neglected was cile unity of cile Bible and its 
message, and recognition cilat cile Bible is a work of literature. In fact, it is 
the most profound work of literature the world has ever received. 

Leland Ryken has contributed much scholarly work on cile literary nature 
of cile Bible from an evangelical perspective. For him, viewing cile Bible as 
literature means it is characterized by certain traits. "We know that a 
collection of writings is literary if its subject matter is human experience, if 
its genres are cilose we regard as literalY, if it displays artistry, if it employs 
special resources of language, and if it makes use of literary archetypes 
(recurrent images, plot motifs, and character types). By all of these criteria, 
the Bible is a thoroughly literary book."33 

This does not imply cilat the Bible is a collection of fictional stories written 
for our entertainment. Raciler, it recognizes that, "The ciu"ee main interests 
of biblical writers are the theological, cile historical, and cile literaly."J4 If any 
one of these is neglected, the accuracy of the interpretation must be 
questioned. For example, ifI want to understand what is meant by cile phrase 
"The sun turned red," cile type of literature in which it is found must be 
considered. If written in an astronomy textbook, the author most likely 
intended it to be taken literally. If found in a poem, it could be taken 
metaphorically. Recognizing cile type of literature to which a passage belongs 
is essential to finding its correct meaning. 

INTERPRETING NARRATIVES 
Narrative passages are characterized by a number of elements.35 First, there 

is a plot, where a series of events are related by a narrator, usually emphasizing 
points of conflict that lead to a conclusion. Second, we get to know a number 
of characters through the story, though in a limited way. Third, cile story is 
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placed in a certain setting. Biblical narratives are som~what limited here 
because they describe historical events. Howe~er, cile detalls cho~en ~lelp form 
cile atmosphere or mood and cilereby contrIbute to ~e mean~g mtend7d. 
Fourcil, cile narrator presents cile stOlY from a certam perspective or pomt 
of view, which shapes how we should respond to cile eve~lts and characters. 
All the suicide accounts in the Bible clea1'ly fall into the narratzve category. 

\iVhen it comes to finding cile meaning in a narrative (cile message cile 
narrator intends to communicate), we must pay close attention to more cilan 
just the words. As mer:tione~ above, cili.s is as fa~ as ~le aucilOl:'s' condoning 
suicide go. However, Just as Important m narrative lIterature IS the way the 
story is told. For example, ifI say, "I hate Mondays," cilere are a number of 
meanings I could have intended. I may have some extremely arduous tasks 
to do on Mondays and may literally hate them. However, I might not mean 
this literally, but because I have to return to work after relaxing weekends, I 
just don't particularly like Mondays. On cile ociler hand, my schedule may 
be wonderful on Mondays, and I actually mean cilat I love Mon~ays! T~e 
way in which I speak my words is velY important. My tone of VOlce, faCIal 
expressions, etc. would help ocilers determine what I mean. . 

Obviously, cilese ways of pointing ocilers to my meaning will not work WIth 
written literature. However, cilere are ociler importllnt ways cilat narrators 
give clues to cile meanings ciley inter:d. In each of cile literalY ~enr7s certain 
conventions are used. These conventions are commonly recogmzed 111 poetIy. 
The study of cilese patterns in narrative is called poetics. In our.pos.tmodern 
world some will claim cilat a narrative text can be given any meamng Its reader 
desires. 36 "It is precisely in response to this danger, cilat a study of cile poetics 
of Hebrew narrative can provide some contI"ols. Since its concern is to recover, 
as far as possible, an ancient literary competence, poetics offers a safeguard 
against reading texts according to arbitrary or anachronistic criteria."l7 

Scholars have identified three elements common to most Hebrew 
narratives. First, the narrator tells the story as if it is a scene in a play. These 
are short, wicil an emphasis on the direct action and speech of the actors. 
The narrator rarely intrudes into the plot. Second, there is great economy 
of words. 

Because the Bible's stories are so familiar, we are prone to wlderestimate 
the considerable differences in narrative style between biblical stOlytelling 
and that of most Western literature. For example-and at the risk of 
oversimplifying-the Western narrative in which we are steeped is meant 
to be read by leaps and bOWlds, passage after passage. The biblical text, by 
contrast, is inu"icate and intensive, demanding slow-paced attentiveness to 
detail. J8 

This makes every word important. Literary devices are commonly used 
in biblical stories to add weight to certain words and phrases. Some of cilese 
will be discussed later, including such things as repetition of key words and 
word plays. Third, and of immense importance for our discussion of narratives 
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and ethics, biblical narratives generally show us what they mean rather than 
tell us. "Literature enacts rather than states, shows rather than tells. Instead 
of giving abstract propositions about virtue or vice, for example, literature 
presents stories of good or evil characters in action .... LiteralY texts do not 
come right out and state their themes. They embody them."w 

Modern writers on ethics tell us what they mean by concepts like mercy 
and faithfulness. They define their terms and concepts, tell us if they condone 
them or not, and explicitly explain why. The letters of the New Testament 
are written in tlus style. For example, Colossians 3 and tlle book of Daniel 
teach about godliness in very different ways. 

Literal)' narrative does not tell us about godliness as tlle passage from the 
epistle does but instead shows us with tlle example of a godly person like 
Daniel. ... In a story like this godliness is not an abstraction but consists of 
specific people engaged in action in identifiable settings. The storyteller does 
not tell us Daniel was a godly person, nor does he command us to be godly. 
The literary approach is thus more indirect tllan tlle exposit0l)', requiring a 
degree of interpretation on the reader's part.40 (emphasis original) 

The Old Testament is particularly prone to use literalY metllods, "where 
instead of encountering expository essays, historical treatises, and scientific 
or theological explanations, we find well-told stories and beautifully 
constructed poems."41 The indirect nature of this method, and tlle necessity 
for interpretation, bring certain risks. Edwin M. Good's highly acclaimed 
book shows how irony pervades Old Testament narratives.42 He defines irony 
as a literary method for making ethical statements by juxtaposing the way 
things are to the way things ought to be. "[T]he ironist's method forbids his 
coming right out and saying, 'VVhat you sayar think is wrong; here is what 
is right.' The ironic criticism requires of its hearers and readers the burden 
of recognition, the discovery of the relation between tlle ironist's 'is' and his 
'ought.' And to use the ironic method is to risk the failure of this recognition, 
the misunderstanding of tlle ironist's criticism."43 

The authors who use the biblical suicide accounts to condone suicide show 
tlle reality of tllis risk. 'VVhen the literary nature of the suicide narratives is 
taken into account, they reveal a strong, yet implicit, claim tllat suicide is 
not a moral option. Literature points to universal features of human 
experience. "Although a story or poem is filled with particular images, 
paradoxically these particulars capture something universal-what is true for 
all people in all places at all times. "44 The suicide accounts present truth that 
applies to us today, just as much as it did when the accounts were inspired by 
God. 

Approaching the suicide accounts as literature does not mean that the 
concerns of the grammatico-historical approach to biblical interpretation can 
be ignored. "The literary approach to the Bible is incomplete in itself, but it 
is necessary. "45 The words and phrases must be properly translated, and the 
historical background understood. However, if the literary qualities are 
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neglected, the correct meaning of a passage may not be discovered even if 
the words are correctly interpreted. 

THE TRAGEDY OF SAUL 
First and Second Samuel (together called "Samuel") have been described as 

one of tile greatest litel1uy nalTatives.4(, "We have in tile Saul stOlY a masterpiece 
of structure, dramatic order and suspense, and tragic irony."47 A literalY 
approach to the Bible looks for unifying themes and literalY devices used to 
emphasize important points. For example, much of Samuel is written in prose, 
but it starts and ends with poetic sections (1 Sam. 2:1-10; 2 Sam. 22:1-23:7). 
''Thus, the books of Samuel are framed fore and aft with poetic pieces providing 
thematic orientation for the reading of the intervelung narrative episodes .... 
This again is very much in keeping widl a dominant concern of dle books of 
Samuel: the issue of human kingship and how it should be exercised."48 

Looking at Samuel as a whole, godly character is a central theme. The 
narrator sometimes makes explicit character evaluations (e.g. 1 Sam. 2: 12; 
25:3), but "the portrayal of character is most often achieved dlOUgh a variety 
of implicit, or indirect, means. "49 Literary methods called narrative analogies 
are often used in Samuel for dlis purpose. "In dle Bible ... such analogies 
often play an especially critical role because dle writers tend to avoid more 
explicit modes of conveying evaluations of particular characters and acts."50 

One method of narrative analogy is when commentalY on a character 
quality is made in a narrative or speech elsewhere in the book. Assuming illuty 
in dle biblical books, dlese become velY important. Anodler medlod evaluates 
character qualities by contrasting a person with dle quality to one without 
it. Philips Long shows in detail how dlis is done between Saul and his son 
Jonathan in 1 Samuel 13-14: "By placing Saul and Jonadlan side by side in 
this way, the narrator creates an attnosphere in which the actions of dle one 
will quite naturally be judged in dle light of how the odler acts in similar 
situations."s, This technique is used quite often in Samuel, leading Long to 
conclude: "[T]he narrator in Samuel is a master of indirect characterization 
through comparison and contrast."52 

The constant intertwining of Saul's demise and David's rise shows clearly 
the characteristics of a godly Icing. Samuel states that the Icing, as with all the 
people, must obey the Lord (1 Sam. 12:14-25). Almost immediately Saul 
disobeys and is rejected as Icing (13 :8-14; cf. 10:8; 15 :26, 35). The first poetic 
passage since Hannah's opening prayer occurs at this point, widl obedience 
as its theme (15 :22-2 3). God earlier rejected Eli's house because he was 
unwilling to rebuke his sons for dleir sins (3:10-18). "In the end, Saul, like 
Eli, is rejected for failing to give due weight (honor) to the Lord. Unlike Eli, 
however, Saul does not respond widl 'He is dle Lord, let him do what is right 
in his own eyes' (v. 18), but drives himself crazy (literally?) ttying to maintain 
his grasp on a throne no longer rightfully his."n 

The narrator teaches other important characteristics by contrasting the 
lives of Saul and David. Saul's obsessive grasping for control over the kingslup 
and his life is starkly contrasted with David, dle patient and faithful servant 
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of God. Soon after David is anointed, he fights Goliath because he knows 
God will deliver him (1 Sam. 17:37,46-47). David prospers in everything he 
does because the Lord is with him (18:14). He has given God control of his 
life and is willing to obey Him and wait on Him. This is most dramatically 
revealed when David twice has the opportunity to kill Saul (24:6; 26:9-11). 
He shows his willingness to allow Saul's death to come in God's time, not his 
(26: 1 0). David continues to respect the life of Saul, which delays his receiving 
the kingship, which is rightfully, his. In keeping with this, he laments Saul's 
death when it finally occurs (2 Sam. 1:17-27). 

In contrast, as Saul seeks to establish his kingship, his 1'espect for life gradually 
diminishes. His hunger for control leads to frequent attempts on David's life 
(1 Sam. 18:11; 19:10; 20:31, etc.). He orders his army not to eat and is ready 
to kill Jonathan for unknowingly breaking his command (14:24-46). He 
himself is later left widl no stTengcil for batde when he refuses to eat (28:20-25). 
\VhenJ onathan defends David, Saul throws a spear at him (20:33). In anger, 
he kills the priests of Nob for assisting David, even though they did not know 
he was fleeing Saul (22: 17 -19). He gradually loses respect for human life and 
finally takes his own (31: 1-7). 

Along with the theme of respect for life, the narrator contrasts the 
relationships of David and SauL Most importantly, David deepens his 
relationship widl dle Lord throughout his life. He prays to God for guidance 
before acting (e.g. 1 Sam. 23:2). Even after becoming king, he remains 
dependent on God (2 Sam. 7:18-29; 15:25-26; 16:10-12, etc.). We are told 
that David was a man after God's own heart, a man who would strive to do 
God's will (1 Sam. 13:14; Ps. 89:20-29; Acts 13:22). 

In contrast, Saul drifts further and further away from God (1 Sam. 15:26, 
35; 18:12). At one of dle lowest points in the story, Saul is overcome by fear 
when he sees the Philistine army (28:5). He finally turns to God for guidance, 
but God does not answer (v. 6). Saul immediately tllrns to a medium for 
answers. He had not turned to God in repentance, and was not prepared to 
wait on God's answer. He just wanted information and where it carne from 
didn't matter. The narrator uses narrative analogy to judge Saul's actions; 
Saul himself had been dle one to remove the mediums and spiritists from 
Israel (v. 3). Now, completely alienated from God, he turns for guidance to 

those velY dlings he himself had believed were wrong (as explicidy stated in 
Lev. 19:26; Deut. 18:9-14). 

Saul's other relationships also suffer. "The deterioration of Saul is, in 
fact, partially presented in terms of the dissolution of his relations with his 
son and daughter brought about by his obsessive need to destroy David."54 
He is willing to kill Jonathan for unknowingly breaking an arbitrary 
command (1 Sam. 14:43-46). Their relationship becomes more strained as 
Saul pursues David, eventually forcing Jonathan to choose between them 
(20:30-34; 23:15-18). His relationship with his daughter Michal is similarly 
strained, resulting in her choosing to protect her husband David from her 
father (19: 11-17). 

Tn ('()ntnl'lt_ nl1vicl wins the heart ofTonathan. and they become life-long 
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friends (18:1-4; 19:1). Michal loves David, although she later comes to despise 
him (1 Sam. 18:28-29; 2 Sam. 6:16-23). His men show great loyalty to him, 
and he wins dle hearts of dle people (1 Sam. 18:7). He evens gains dle trust 
and confidence of Achish, a Philistine Icing (27:1-7). While David certainly 
was not perfect, the overall pattern of his relationships, especially in 1 Samuel, 
stands in stark contrast to Saul's increasing' isolation. 

The story of Saul has been described as a great tragedy. In literary terms, 
dle tragic hero is a prominent person widl great potential who suffers gready 
because of some deep character flaw. This flaw, not fate, eventually leads to 
a catastrophe usually resulting in the tragic hero's deadl. "Tragic heroes make 
decisions, act and live by their choices and actions in ways dlat make them 
responsible for their suffering and often their deadl (at times even death at 
their own hands)."55 

Saul certainly fits this description. \Vhen Saul finds himself wounded on 
dle battlefield (1 Sam. 31:1-7), his earlier decisions leave him with no one to 
turn to for help. David earlier rescued Saul from dle Philistines by lcilling 
Goliath (chap. 17). But David cannot help now because Saul has driven him 
away. Saul cannot (or will not) even tllrn to God. His diminished 1'espect for life 
convinces him that the only answe1' is deatb: bis own. Saul's armor-bearer will not 
help him because of his respect for the Lord's anointed. His isolation is 
complete. He falls on his own sword. The u'agic hero is dead. 

In embracing death Saul gives forceful aclmowledgment of his final and total 
isolation from both men and his god. Life in cile Hebraic u'adition entailed 
cile power or potential for relationships, especially relations wicil cile deity. 
Death is the cessation of all relationships: in Sheol there is no effective life 
wicil Yahweh (see, e.g., Ps 88; Isa. 38:18-19), Saul is ultimately alone, cut 
off from his fellows and his god. 56 

His death contains u'agic irony. Immediately afterward, the men of] abesh
gilead risk dleir lives to properly bury Saul and his sons (1 Sam. 31: 11-13; 
2 Sam. 2:4-7). In spite of Saul's belief that he was small in his own eyes, he 
was aClllally highly regarded by some (1 Sam. 10:24; 15: 17). David's lament 
shows dle level of respect and love he had for Saul, in conU'ast to Saul's fear 
of him. Perhaps the greatest irony of the story is that while Saul repeatedly 
violated God's commandments to keep his throne from David, it was his final 
act dlat allowed David to become Icing. 

Radler than viewing Saul's suicide as an isolated incident with no moral 
comment, this scene is the t7'agic conclusion to a literal,,), maste1piece soaked in 
moral comment. Tragedy implies dlat what "is" is not what "ought" to be. 57 

Saul's grasping for COllU'ol put him on the batdefield alienated from God and 
evelyone else. His StOlY shows how he used death to deal widl all his problems. 
Killing himself fits dlis pattem. To claim dlat Saul's suicide can be taken to 
commend suicide is to completely misinterpret the purpose of tragic narrative. 
As understandable as it may be for someone like Saul to commit suicide, it is 
a tragic conclusion dlat should never have happened. 
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The wrong choices of Saul contrast throughout Samuel widl dIe righteous 
choices of David. In one of dIose explicit character statements we are told 
dlat David is more righteous dIan Saul (1 Sam. 24:17). He ?-efuses to kill unless 
led by God to do SO.58 To emphasize dlis, Saul's suicide narrative is followed 
immediately by dIe Ama1ekite's story dlat he helped Saul commit suicide 
(2 Sam. 1:1-16). Enraged dlat he "killed dIe Lord's anointed," David has him 
executed (v. 16). No distinction is made here between assisted suicide and 
killing. This echoes of dIe general prohibition against murder: "'VVhoever 
sheds dIe blood of man, by man'shall his blood be shed; for in dIe image of 
God has God made man" (Gen. 9:6). If so, it is a general prohibition against 
assisted suicide from a man whose heart was close to God's. However, it could 
be referring to a special case of not killing dIe king. If so, it condemns Saul's 
act of suicide since he dlereby killed the Lord's anointed. 

THE OTHER SUICIDE ACCOUNTS 
Not everyone who notes dIe literalY nature of Samuel agrees dlat Saul's 

suicide is thereby condemned. One commentator on Saul concludes: "Then 
in a final moment of grandeur he seizes control of events, comprehends his 
isolation, and accepts his fate. And while ironically his final request for aid is 
rejected (31:4b), he is able to make his life his own again in taking it."s" 
However, this audlOr admits he must appeal to classical Greek stories for 
parallel texts. These, and Roman suicide narratives, are commonly cited as 
support by dIose who condone suicide.60 

But we must first evaluate interpretations in light of dIe biblical texts. "The 
validity of any interpretation will be judged by its ability to account for all 
dIe evidence and by its compatibility widl dIe wider literary context."61 As 
one cOli.lmentator notes, "About Saul himself, dIe historians [in the Bible] 
have no dung to say that is good. "62 Saul's root problem is his desire for control 
over Ius life and his unwillingness to give dlat control to God. One of the 
general themes of the Bible is that Saul's problem is humanity's problem. All 
of us want to do what is right in our own eyes, not what is right in God's eyes 
(Deut. 12:8;Judg. 17:6; Provo 21:2; Heb. 5:11-14). God is rightfully Lord of 
all, but we all rebel against him (1 Sam. 15:23). David is portrayed as the 
great example of someone who gives control of his life to God (13: 14). 1{) 

argue that dlis passage praises Saul for finally taking control of his life goes 
against dIe narrative structure of dIe book and dIe clear teaching of dIe rest 
of dIe Bible. 

We believe a dlOrough literary analysis of the adler suicide accounts will 
support dlis conclusion. This analysis will be developed elsewhere, but some 
brie~ comments are warranted here. The Old Testament presents a great cloud 
of wltnesses for us to follow (I-feb. 12:1), but also shows us evil actions to 
avoid (1 Cor. 10:6). We are frequendy told whose life was characterized b\' 
obedience to God's ways and whose was characterized by evil. Five of the 
seven men whose suicides are recorded in dIe Bible are judged negatively.6l 
We should be velY slow to follow dIe example set by people whose lives are 
iudged so negatively by Scripture.64 
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Nodling is said about the character of Saul's armor-bearer, but his deadl 
can be seen as part of dIe broader tragedy of Saul's life and deadl. "Catastrophe 
does not strike dIe tragic protagonist alone. "65 Saul's family feels dle wor~t 
of dlese effects with dIe deaths of his sons (1 Sam. 31 :2), and the rest of IllS 
family later (2 Sam. 4:5-8; 21: 1-14). Saul's decisions also lead .to the de~d:-s 
of many Israelite soldiers. Having watched his king fall on hIS sword, It IS 
lime wonder his armor-bearer followed his example. 

The last remaining suicide account is more amb~gu.ous. "'~he story .of 
Samson G udg. 13-16) is one of dIe most complex stone~ m dIe BIble, ~esplte 
its brevity. It is both a tragedy and a heroic folk ~arranve. The hero Is.both 
criticized and celebrated. As a result, most epIsodes are presented m an 
ambivalent light, depending on whether an event is vi~wed from the 
perspective of Samson as a tragic figure or a folk hero."66 Unhke all the oth~rs 
in dle Bible who commit suicide, Samson is presented as a hero of the faIth 
(I-feb. 11:32). 

The narrative about Samson displays dIe characteristic traits of n·agedy. 
Samson is a prominent person, judging Israel for twenty years Gudg. 15.:~0). 
However his character flaws continually get him in trouble. He is a Naz1l'1te, 
a man set' aside for God (13: 7), yet his lust for women and his explosive anger 
cause him to repeatedly violate his vows. Three times he kills Plu~sti~es under 
velY ambiguous circumstances (14:10-20; 15:4-8; 15:9-17). It IS dIfficult to 
know if he is to be applauded for killing Israel's enemies, or reproved for 
instigating violence. .. . . 

Clearly, dlough, God remams ~n co~n'ol .of d~e sltuanon. E~en th.ough 
Samson might not have had God's 111tennons 111 mmd, God uses hlln to Judge 
the PIUlistines. However, like evelY tragic hero, Samson's character flaw.eventu~y 
leads to catasn'ophe. Blind and helpless, he stands surrounded by his ene1llles 
who boast dlat their god is more powerful than Yahweh (16:23-25). Samson's 
eyes have so far ~ed him asn'ay from God's ways (14:1-3, 7-8; 16:1): No~ 
that his eyes are gone (16:21), he sees things as God does. In avengmg his 
eyes, he also avenges God's honor (v. 28). Finally, his desires and God's a~e 
aligned, and God grants him dIe strengdl to pull dIe house down on hIS 
enemies and himself. 

Unlike the other suicide accounts, Samson receives God's consent and 
cooperation in Ius deadl. Some claim Samson should not be called a suicide, 
but a marlyr. "We know that somehow, despite massive disregard ?f the 
Nazirite vow ... he is indeed nazi?", separated, dedicated to God, dedIcated 
by God to serve him with slTengdl-in deadl"67 (emphasis original). ·When 
his birdl is foretold, his death is linked to his role in beginning Israel's 
deliverance from dle Philistines (13:5-7). This may have been God's plan all 
doo~ . 

Samson may provide a biblical example of approved martyrdom. The BIble 
certainly teaches dlat sacrificially giving up our lives for the good of others 
can be appropriate G 0111115: 13; Rom. 5: 7-8). However, as most commentators 
over the centuries have noted, it should be velY clear that God calls for 
martyrdom. Samson receives God's approval when his sn'ength is returned 
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for ~li~ final act. Martyrdom is not s~mething to be undertaken lightly. 
ChristIans are to flee or endure persecutIon, not embrace it unto death (Matt. 
10:23; 24:15-20; 1 Cor. 4:12).68 The gruesome Jewish suicides/martyrdoms 
described in the apocryphal texts are absent from the biblical canon (1 Mace. 
6:43-47; 2 Macc. 10:13; 14:37-46). If the Bible condones suicide, why were 
these accounts omitted from the canon? This omission has not been 
adequately addressed by those who claim the Bible condones suicide. 

Presenting Samson's StOlY as a tragedy shows that his mistakes are not 
excused. "By thus linking human: choice and human suffering, tI'agedy depicts 
a hero who is 1~esponsible fll~ his downfall. The tI'agic hero always initiates his 
own tI·agedy. Usually he is also deserving of his tragedy, since it grew out of a 
flaw of character"69 (emphasis original). He is not a shining example to be 
followed in every way. 

The ambiguity surrounding Samson's life means we should be verv 
reluct;ant to follow his example. Just as we would not condone his harlotl~ 
and Violence, we should be slow to approve his "suicide," even though God 
worked thmugh all these incidents to achieve his purposes. Given the clear 
examples throughout the Bible ofmcn and women who thought about killing 
themselves and chose not to, we should follow their example.70 At the same 
time, Samson is commended for his faith in God (I-Ieb. 11 :32; cf.Judg. IS: 18; 
16:28). As such, inclusion of Samson's story in the Bible reHects some of the 
ambiguity we experience in grappling widl dle real world. 

CONCLUSION 
Samuel is a fitting tribute to dle universal applicability of biblical literature. 

People today, stI'Uggling widl suicide, still deal with the same issues: those of 
co~trol and relationships. Real and perceived failures in dlese areas frequentlv 
br111g someone to consider suicide, assisted suicide, or euthanasia. 71 The 
?amu~lna~r~tives sho~ that with God there is an alternative to life's ending 
111 tragrc SUICIde. The BIble has many accounts of potential tragedies, but most 
do not come to the point of disaster. 

[I]n most of these stories the tragedy is averted tIu'ough the protagonist's 
repentance and God's forgiveness. The story of David's repentance after his 
sin witIl BatIlsheba and Uriah is tile great paradigm. The world of literary 
trage~y is usually a closed world. Once tile hero has made tile u'agic choice, 
tI~ere IS no escape. But the Bible is preoccupied with what is more than u'agic
With the redemptive potential in human u·agedy. In tile stories of tile Bible, 
there is always a way out, even after the tragic mistake has been made. "72 

Samu.el shows dlat David's lifestyle is dle right choice. However, dlis takes 
a comlllltment to dependence on God, not self, to direct our lives and brinl! 
the changes we desire. ~his d~pend~nce entails a commitment to obey God 
a~d respect all.11Um~n ~lves, 111~lud111~ our own. However, dtis way of life 
~l~ also result 111 sausfying relatIonshIps to help us through the tough times 
111 lIfe. 

, 
} 
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In spite of the ambiguity widl Samson, a clear line can be drawn between 
the suicides motivated by self-image, depression, desperation, or fear. We 
are left widl the possibility of legitimately doing somedling to hasten our 
deadls only if motivated by the good of odlers, and clearly commanded by God. 
As such we can approve of dlOse martyrs who went to dleir deadls rather 
dlan deny Jesus Christ. We can approve of dlose who sacrificially die for dle 
good of others when no alternative exists. But we cannot approve of those 
who commit suicide for selfish reasons, or to escape pain or suffering, or 
because dley see litde hope in life. Admittedly dlis leaves some ambiguity, 
but this is where we must struggle with God's Word, dle Holy Spirit's 
guidance, and dle counsel of others as we seek to live and die in ways dlat 
glorify God (Rom. 13 :8; Phil. 1 :20). 
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